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Open Banking principles have become an essential component in the constantly changing

financial business landscape. The Payment Services Directive (PSD) and its revision, PSD2,

have pushed banks and other financial organisations towards a more open and customer-

focused model. 

 

By definition, "Open Banking standards" are a collection of rules that mandates financial

institutions grant authorised third-party access to their clients' banking information via

encrypted APIs. Banking restrictions have been relaxed, allowing for more competition,

new ideas, and better products and services for customers. 

 

The PSD was originally implemented in 2007 to establish a unified payments market across

the European Union. PSD2 was not implemented, though, until 2015. In this revised rule,

banks are required to make their Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) available to

approved third-party service providers. 

 

Both consumers and banks stand to benefit greatly from PSD's development and the

advent of Open Banking norms. Consumers have a greater say over their financial data and

more choices for services. Financial institutions must change their systems and operations

in accordance with the latest regulations of PSD3 while taking advantage of Fintech

partnership prospects.  

 

In this E-Book, we will delve into the specifics of PSD3 Open Banking standards, how they

transform the banking operation, and the benefits they offer to both customers and

businesses in the financial sector.

Introduction 
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What is PSD3? 

The Payment Services Directive 3 (PSD3) is the most recent in a series of regulations to

modernise and improve the payment services sector in the European Union thereby

promoting innovation, safety, and competition in the international monetary system.  

 

PSD3 places a strong emphasis on the need for authorisation and oversight that presents

difficulties for payment institutions and electronic money institutions.  

 

The Payment Services Directive 3 aims to make the market for payment services more

accessible and transparent. It promotes the creation of cutting-edge payment methods by

giving TPPs (Third-Party Providers) access to consumers' payment accounts via APIs. This

allows TPPs to expand their service offerings to include account aggregation, payment

processing, and more thorough analytics. 

  

Strengthening consumer protection measures is another goal of PSD3. To ensure safe

financial dealings, it mandates higher-level authentication and authorization procedures.

Additionally, it provides stricter liability guidelines for cases of fraud or unauthorised

transactions. 

  

PSD3 also seeks to harmonise laws throughout EU member states. It makes international

payments easier and encourages a level playing field among Payment Services Providers by

setting standard rules for those operating within the EU market. 

  

PSD3 is a breakthrough in Europe's efforts to modernise the payments system to better serve

the requirements of customers. It allows for streamlined digital payments while keeping

strong security and integrity standards by taking advantage of new technologies while

protecting consumers' rights. 
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PSD3 vs PSD2 

PSD2 PSD3 
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Focuses on Open Banking to
encourage competition. 

Enhances consumer protection by
making banks and Payment Services
Providers (PSPs) more accountable. 

Aimed to lower entry barriers for non-
banking institutions.

Intended to promote the growth of
online payments across the EU. 

Requires banks to provide access to
the customer data and financial
accounts.

Prevents financial institutions from
charging customers extra fees for
payments made through third-party
services.  

Requires banks to enable customers to
use their accounts for services from
Third-Party Providers. 

Mandates banks to provide payment
services to non-banks such as online
payment services providers. 

Focused on standardisation for
payment services.

Use of financial services in ecommerce
markets and other markets are
covered. 

Extends the scope of regulation to
include all additional service. 

Introduces a new concept of Account
Information Service Providers (AISPs).

Aimed at promoting innovation in the
financial sector by allowing third-party
service providers to access customer
accounts through Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs). 

Requires banks to introduce enhanced
authentication measures to secure the
payment services. 

Introduces additional customer
protection measures such as data
portability for payment services and
limits to bank charges.

Make the payment services market
more open by specifying the
responsibilities of each player and
implementing security for different
types of payments. 
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The Future Ahead: Introducing PSD3

and the Evolution of Open Banking

Standards 

Through the implementation of Open Banking standards, the Payment Services
Directive 2 (PSD2) profoundly changed the landscape of Europe's financial service
ecosystem. PSD2 enables licenced payment providers to carry out payment activities
inside a standardised framework, hence supporting the free flow of payments.  
 
PSD2 has allowed Fintechs into the digital banking sector and inspired the
development of cutting-edge services by removing barriers to the free flow of funds. 
  
The European Commission is gearing up to implement Payment Services Directive
3.0, or PSD3. The current Open Banking structure will be significantly updated and
revised as a result of this new directive, which builds on the groundwork laid by
PSD2.  
 
The new regulations will encourage the use of automation, data sharing, and Open
Banking throughout the continent. The promotion of consumer protection and
financial inclusion will also receive more attention. 
  
Strong Customer Authentication (SCA), which mandates user verification before
granting access to financial services, is at the heart of PSD3. Better consumer data
security and defence against identity theft and fraud are both outcomes of this
authentication procedure.  
 
Services including screening and referral services, account information services, and
payment initiation services are all targeted by PSD3's enhanced regulations and
directives in an effort to boost financial services' transparency and usability.  
 
The directive encourages the widespread adoption of APIs by requiring financial
institutions to make payment data available in defined API formats. 
  
PSD3 is a major advancement in the history of Open Banking regulations; it will lead
to new developments in the banking sector, better safeguards for consumers, and
more options for customers. PSD3 and the development of Open Banking standards
will ultimately provide customers and the financial sector more power over their
money without compromising security. 
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Potential Innovations under PSD3 

The Payment Services Directive 3 (PSD3) is an upcoming standard that will expand
on the foundation laid by the Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2). In addition to
reinforcing payment security, ensuring consumer privacy, and assuring
uninterrupted operations, PSD3 provides extra measures to ensure these things. 

Open Banking is becoming more significant as PSD3 is implemented. With the
help of Open Banking, businesses can offer their customers more secure,
convenient, and customised payment options. New payment services can now
be developed and used with greater ease thanks to Open Banking. 
 
Instantaneous payments are expected to flourish because of PSD3, making
instantaneous money transfers and transactions more accessible to
consumers. With PSD3, quicker payment networks can be established, allowing
for immediate transactions. 
  
The implementation of PSD3 will allow businesses to confirm the identities of
their customers more easily. This feature will aid in preventing fraudulent
transactions and enhancing overall customer satisfaction. 
 
PSD3 will concentrate on limiting the scope of banking regulation to financial
services providers in order to reduce regulatory overlap. This would make banks
more efficient and adjust rules to their most likely business operations.  
  
The protection and use of customer data will undergo significant changes as a
result of PSD3. Increasing openness, establishing guidelines for automated
judgments, and limiting the use of data kept by third-party services are all
examples of potential approaches along these lines. 

Potential innovations under PSD3 include the following:  



Potential Innovations under PSD3 
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Improvements to payment services like SWIFT and SEPA could also be
prioritised under PSD3. This could involve limiting transaction costs or
implementing innovative technological solutions like blockchain to expand
access to financial services. 
  
To better manage risks and keep tabs on the financial markets, PSD3 may look
into creating new and improved technologies. Such steps may include stress
tests for financial institutions, higher capital adequacy requirements, and
other initiatives aimed at decreasing systemic risk. 
   
The implementation of laws based on PSD3 has the potential to lower the
price and complexity of cross-border payments. One way to accomplish this
would be to work towards a unified set of rules for cross-border financial
services and to increase international cooperation in this area. 

PSD3 will introduce novel technologies and decrease operational expenses in
order to enhance the infrastructure of financial services markets. The
adoption of third-party solutions, adjustments to current IT infrastructures,
and changes to leverage limitations are a few examples of what this might
entail. 



The Proposal Published by European
Commission on PSD3 

Fight fraudulent payment transactions by allowing payment service providers
to disclose fraud-related information, raising consumer awareness, building
customer authentication rules, expanding refund rights to consumers who fall
victim to fraud, and requiring all credit transfers to verify payees' IBAN
numbers with their account names. 
 
Improve consumer rights. It protects customers' rights while expanding
payment service provider options. 
 
To make certain that non-banks have the same opportunities as banks, we
must ensure that non-bank payment service providers have safe and secure
access to all EU payment systems. 
 
Eliminate existing barriers to Open Banking and give users more control over
their payment data to enable new innovative services. 
 
Increase cash availability in stores and via ATMs by allowing businesses to
provide cash services.  
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The necessity for PSD3 is driven by the development of increasingly sophisticated
fraud techniques and the introduction of Open Banking. 
  
The European Commission presented measures to revamp payments and the larger
financial industry.  
 
The Commission has therefore suggested two sets of measures: 

The present plan will update and modernise the existing Payment Services Directive
(PSD2), which will become PSD3, and it will also establish a Payment Services
Regulation (PSR). It is composed of a series of actions such as  

Revising the Payment Services Directive 
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The Proposal Published by European
Commission on PSD3 

 
Enhance harmonisation and enforcement by enshrining most payment
regulations in a directly applicable regulation and strengthening the
implementation and penalty measures. 
 
With the help of this proposal, consumers will be able to make electronic
payments and transactions in the EU, both domestically and internationally,
both in Euros and other currencies, securely and safely.
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Legislative Framework for Financial
Data Access proposed

This proposal clarifies financial sector customer data-sharing rights and obligations
beyond payment accounts:

Customers have the option to share their data in a secure machine-readable
format with data users (such as financial institutions or fintech companies) in
order to obtain new, more affordable, and superior financial and information
products and services.  
 
With customer consent, data holders (like banks, FIs) must install the necessary
technical infrastructure to make customer data accessible to data users (like
other banks or fintech companies). 
 
Confidence in data sharing is bolstered when customers have a complete say
over who has access to what data and for what purpose; this is made possible
by the need for specialised permission dashboards and the increased safety of
customers' personal data in accordance with the General Data Safety
Regulation (GDPR). 
 
Both data holders and data users must join financial data sharing initiatives to
standardise client data and the necessary technical interfaces. 
 
Financial data-sharing systems should include clear accountability regimes for
data breaches and dispute resolution methods to avoid discouraging data
holders from participating. 
 
Data holders will receive reasonable compensation from data users in
accordance with the Data Act proposal's general principles of business-to-
business (B2B) data sharing (smaller firms will only have to pay cost).
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Navigating the Roadmap to
Compliance: How Banks can Prepare
for the Transition to PSD3

To stay ahead in today's competitive banking market and earn the confidence of
their customers, banks and other financial institutions must act in accordance with
applicable legal frameworks. Banks ought to be proactive in their approach to
adhering to the PSD3 as it is enforced by the European Union. 
  
Strategies for PSD3 compliance should embrace advancements in technology
while taking advantage of partnership opportunities. Banks must evaluate their
technology preparedness in light of the criteria of PSD3 and fill any gaps they find.  
 
To comply with the new transparency and security standards set forth by PSD3, it
is necessary to review current systems, infrastructures, and data management
practices. 
  
To further ensure PSD3 compliance, banks should look into potential partnerships
with Fintech firms and other business partners. Banks can benefit greatly from the
shared knowledge, cutting-edge tech, and tried-and-true procedures that will be
available through collaboration with these specialists. 
  
Banks can achieve their regulatory requirements and gain access to new business
prospects by proactively addressing PSD3 compliance. Banks are compelled to
rethink their strategies, streamline their operations, and improve their customer
experiences to comply with regulations, and this in turn serves as an inspiration for
innovation. 
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A Look at the Collaboration between
Banks and TPPs that Drive Innovation

To foster innovation and keep up with customer needs in today's competitive
financial industry, a collaboration between banks and TPPs is crucial. This
collaboration is positioned to play a significant role in determining the direction of
banking with the adoption of PSD3. 
  
To deliver cutting-edge services like payment initiation and account aggregation,
TPPs are permitted access to consumer account information under PSD3 with the
consent of the customers. When banks and TPPs work together, everyone wins. This
includes the banks, the TPPs, and the customers. 
  
When banks work with TPPs, they can benefit from the knowledge and tools made
available by these organisations. Banks can increase product offerings, operational
efficiencies, and the overall customer experience by integrating with TPPs. This helps
them maintain a competitive edge in the ever-expanding digital marketplace. 
  
TPPs, on the other hand, gain access to a massive consumer base and established
infrastructure by working with banks. By partnering with financial institutions, they
may reach more customers and provide their innovative solutions to a wider
audience. 
  
In addition, working together creates a setting where innovative ideas might flourish.
TPPs can provide banks with novel ideas and essential information about their
customer's behaviours and preferences. As a result of this constructive collaboration,
both entities can provide better products and services to their respective customers. 
  
Thus, the partnership between banks and TPPs is a key factor in driving innovation in
the banking business. As PSD3 paves the door for increasing cooperation between
these institutions, we can anticipate new innovations that will help not only banks
but also customers who will enjoy improved services suited to their needs. 



Access to User Accounts via
Third-party APIs

Banks can use Tavas to build
Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) that give third-party services
access to client account data. This
paves the way for clients to use
external financial services like
budgeting apps and investing
platforms without disclosing their
sensitive account information to
those providers.

Tavas, developed by Macro Global, is a cloud-based technology that facilitates
Open Banking compliance for financial institutions. Our Product SMEs and the
team of Open Banking consultants closely looked into the proposals related by
European Union on Third Payment Services Directive (PSD3) and the new
Payment Services Regulation (PSR) and identified the areas of alignment where
banks and Fintech can make substantial upgrades adhering PSD3 compliance.   

Here are the ways our Tavas – Open Banking Product Suite and Solutions helps
the banks to thrive:  
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How Macro Global’s Tavas Fits? 

Strong Customer
Authentication (SCA) 

Tavas aids financial institutions in
implementing SCA, a set of
measures meant to prevent fraud
against clients. SCA mandates that
users double-check their identities
with a combination of passwords
and one-time code or biometric
data. 

Tavas assists banks in managing consent, which is the process of acquiring
permission from clients to share their account data with outside vendors. Tavas
gives financial institutions a place to track how their clients have  permitted
them to share their information. 

Governance of Consent
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Analytics and Data Reporting 

Scalability

With Tavas, it is simple to tailor the platform
to the specific requirements of each
financial institutions. This allows financial
institutions to begin with a modest rollout
and expand as their needs evolve. 

Security

Customers' information is safe on
Tavas because it is a protected
platform. To prevent unauthorised
access to sensitive client information,
the platform employs multiple layers
of security, including but not limited
to encryption and firewalls.  

Tavas' reporting and analytics features allow banks to monitor their PSD3 readiness.
Banks can use these instruments to better assess their compliance needs and track
their progress over time.  

Tavas offers banks several additional advantages beyond these characteristics,
including: 

Support

The team of specialists behind Tavas is there to assist banks as they adopt and
utilise the platform. Banks can benefit from our assistance in two ways: making
full use of the platform and meeting the requirements of PSD3. 
 
Tavas, developed by Macro Global, is a full-featured platform that can aid banks
in meeting PSD3 requirements. It offers many advantages, including support for
PSD3 and its many features. As a financial institution, you should seriously
consider Tavas if you need to meet the requirements of PSD3. 



Conclusion: Embracing the Future of

Open Banking with PSD3 

PSD3's Open Banking revolution is vital for advancing growth in customer-centric
financial services and unleashing a wealth of opportunities for consumers and
businesses alike. 
  
The proposed PSD3 implies a dramatic shift in the banking sector, paving the way
for more openness, competition, and innovation. Open Banking gives individuals
more control over their financial data and more personalised services by using
technology and data exchange. 
  
Integrated systems allow individuals to meet their financial demands with the use
of real-time transaction data and personalised insights. 
  
Businesses can better meet customers' constantly evolving demands by
exchanging customer data securely with authorised third parties. When more
businesses offer similar financial services, competition rises, resulting in lower
prices and a better experience for customers. 
  
On top of that, Open Banking encourages collaboration between established
financial institutions and new fintech companies.  
  
Open Banking's future holds great promise for making the financial sector more
customer-centric. Consumers and businesses alike can gain from enhanced
financial services that are more suited to their specific requirements if we can
harness the power of technology and data-driven insights. Parties involved in the
banking industry must embrace this new era of openness as we go forward into it. 
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Please click on the web link below to access our sales desk telephone
numbers and  email and we will be in touch straight back to you. 

We are here to help you  
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